In the following tutorial we will determine by fitting the standard instrumental
broadening supposing that the LaB6 NIST powder sample broadening is negligible. This
can be achieved in the MAUD program by setting to none the size and microstrain model
for this LaB6 phase and refining the Caglioti, asymmetry and gaussianity parameters for
the instrument object. After that, for other samples, we can then use this determined
instrumental parameters as known (i. e. Caglioti, asymmetry and gaussianity as well as
2θ displacement as fixed parameters) and refine only the microstructure parameters of the
phases as broadening parameters.
Procedure of determining instrumental broadening parameters
Start Maud, if not already opened and press the "New analysis" shortcut on the
toolbar or choose "New analysis" from the "File" menu. With this operation, MAUD will
load the analysis file "default.par". This file is located in the directory/folder where
MAUD has installed all the configuration files and databases. The final result is presented
in Figure 1.

This file contains various tab-panels ("Datasets", "Phases" and "Sample") that can
be customized by the user to reflect his own analysis.
1) In a first step, the user needs to modify the "Instrument" and "Datafiles" tabpanels contained in the "Datasets" tab-panel of Figure 1. For this doing, click on
"DataFileSet-x" and press the edit button on the toolbar (the one featuring an eye, see
Figure 2) or choose from the menu "edit", "edit object" (Figure 3).
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In the new window appearing, you can edit the "Diffraction Instrument" in the "General"
tab-panel by pressing the "Edit" button (Figure 4 left).

In the corresponding new window appearing (Figure 4 right), there is two lab-panels; in
the "General" one, you can make the following changes:
 change the name of the instrument ("Instrument name" to Inel-Caen
 set a initial incident intensity (scale factor) to 2.0
 check that the intensity and angular calibration models are set to their respective
"none" model
 select the "Bragg-Brentano" geometry; to adjust some parameter for this BraggBrentano geometry, press then the "Options" button near the Bragg-Brentano
combo-box. In the new window appearing (Figure 5 left) , select in the "First
arm" button the "Monochromator" and "Fixed slit aperture" buttons. Put
respectively the 2θ angle of the monochromator ("Angle 2×"), the "goniometer
radius" and the "Incident slit" values to 26.4°, 250 mm and 0.2°. For the "Second
arm" (Figure 5 right) select the "Filtered radiation" and "Fixed slit aperture"
buttons. Close then the box using the "Close" button.
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select the "2Theta" type of measurement
select the Source of measurement as "X-ray" and press its corresponding
"Options" button (Figure 6) to select the X-ray radiation used (in our case "Cu
Kalpha" corresponding to a wavelength of 1.5418 Å).




select the detector (Curve Position sensitive detector in that case)
select the Instrumental broadening (Caglioti PV for this tutorial) and press its
corresponding "Options" button to check and setup the "PseudoVoigt
Instrumental function" buttons by, if necessary, removing/adding and changing
the values of the corresponding starting parameters.

For this tutorial, changes the values of them as in the following (Figures 7):
 Asymmetry: only two parameters, both equal to 0.0; truncation angle : 0.4; force
Tan(theta) correction and Omega/chi broadening square convolution : not ticked
 HWHM (half Width at Half Maximum) : only 3 parameters, all equal to 0.0
except the first equals to 0.1; "force Cagiolti in Tan(theta)" must be ticked
 Gaussianity: 2 parameters, the first equals to 0.14, the second to 0.0 (the first is
the intercept and the second the slope; the Gaussianity goes from 0.0 to 1.0)
 Omega, Chi or Eta broadenings : these parameters are to be used only if you are
determining the instrumental function for several spectra collected also changing
Chi and Omega (texture measurements) or Eta angles (Stress measurements).
In our case, check that there is no Omega, Chi and Eta broadening.
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Now you must select the "Errors" tab-panel (Figure 8); for the "2theta or d-space
displacement": only one parameter equal to 0.0 for starting (this parameter is related to
the detector shift relatively to the incident beam).

Now we can close the instrument edit panel pressing the Ok button in the lowerright corner of the window.
2) In the "Dataset" tab-panel, select the "Datafiles" tab-pannel in order to load the
spectrum from the datafile : for this doing, press the "Browse" button and select and load
the LaB6an.fdt datafile (Figures 9).
in the lower-left corner will present a window containing
Note: the help button
the datafile formats supported by MAUD. You can also directly load the datafile in the
"general" tab-panel : for this doing select a datafile and drag and drop it in the window
"Plot".

In our case, various spectra (Figure 10) will be open and correspond to 819 data
acquisition with different incident angles ω = 10, 20, 30, 40° ect.. and for a given incident
angle there is variation of the χ and φ angles respectively in the 0-60° range and 0-160°
ranges and with a step of 5° for χ and of 20° for φ. In order to see this, select one spectra
by clicking on it (the corresponding spectra is then highlighted in blue) and in the right
side of the window are displayed the corresponding chi, phi and omega angles.
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In a first step we will keep only the spectra obtained with ω = 20°, χ ≅ 0° and φ
angles in the 0-160° range: spectra number 117 to 125 (9 spectra); for this doing select
the spectra number 0 to 116 by clicking on all the spectrum using the "Maj" key (all these
spectra are then highlighted in blue) and press the "Remove" button (
): a
confirmation window will appear, so confirm this action by pressing the corresponding
"Remove" button (Figure 11 left); make the same think for the spectra number 126 to 818.
The result can be viewed on Figure 11 right.

After that, as we have a random powder, we can sum the 9 remaining spectra:
after selecting the 9 spectra by clicking on these data using the "Maj" key, click on the
"Sum similar spectra" button and a new window "Sum spectra" will appears (Figures 12).
In this window, tick only "Same chi angle" and put a name for the resulting summed file
(for example LaB6an_chi0) and then press the "save" button.
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Now after removing the fdt files (see the procedure above) we can download the new
laB6an_chi0_0_20_0.cif file using again the "Browse" button. If you press the "View"
button, you will see the plot of the resulting spectrum; it should like the one of Figure 13
right side.

To avoid the blind regions of the Curved Position Sensitive (CPS) detector, we
can select a narrower range of the spectrum: press and hold the right mouse button inside
the plot window to show a small menu and select in this latter "Show coordinates" (Fig.
14 left); a small window will appear and moving the mouse on the plot you can follow
the actual coordinates. As evidenced in Figure 14 right, we can safely start our spectrum
from 15 to 86°.

For this doing, close the plot and the mouse position windows and select the "General"
tab-panel in the dataset edit window. In the "Computation range" set the 2theta minimum
value ("Min in data unit") to 26 and the maximum ("Max in data unit") to 94 (Fig. 15 left).
Press the ok button and check in the datafile menu that the 2theta range changes have
been taken into account (Fig. 15 right).
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In the "Background function" tab-panel, in order to simulate the background we
will use a polynomial function; as evidenced in the spectrum above, we need a 2th degree
polynomial function i. e. 3 parameters. Adjust the number of the parameters in the
"polynomial" tab-panel to the desired value by adding or removing parameters (to
remove one parameter, it must be selected before).
The spectrum that we have just loaded has been collected for a perfectly
crystallized NIST LaB6 powder that will not give sample broadening. So now, we need to
add the corresponding LaB6 phase by manually specifying its crystallographic setting or
by loading it from a CIF file or database (available in the "structures.mdb" file that is
extracted the first time you have run MAUD). In the MAUD main menu window, select
the "Phases" tab-panel where there should be no phases here. In case not, remove all the
phases present here (select the phase and remove it using the remove button
).
Press in the "Edit" main menu "Load object from cif" and select the LaB6.cif file (if not
available you can find a lot of cif files in the Crystallography Open Database in the web:
http://www.crystallography.net/). Now select the LaB6 phase in the tab-panel and press
the edit button. Then you can check the space group, the cell parameter value in the
"General" menu, the atomic positions and B temperature factor in the "structure" menu
(Fig. 16). You can store this phase in the structure.mdb file, structure database in the
Maud directory: select the phase and press in the Maud main menu the "Edit" button and
select "save object to database" and in the new window appearing select the
structures.mdb file.
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We need now to specify that our sample is "perfect" i. e. it introduced no peak
broadening due to crystallite sizes and microstrains. Go to the "Microstructure" menu and
check that the "Line broadening model" is "Delf" and in the "Size-Strain model" is
"Isotropic"; in the Isotropic model options set the crystallite size and microstrains
parameters to zero (Fig. 17 left). With a sample broadening set to zero, the entire
broadening of the peaks is controlled by the instrumental broadening.

In the "advanced models" tab-panel, check that there is no texture and strain
model (Fig. 17 right). Close the phase edit window and come back to the main window
(click on the "Ok" button).
Now we can start with the analysis; but before that in the "File" main Maud menu,
select "save analysis as" and specify location and name for your analysis (for example
LaB6an_sol.par). It is recommended to save the analysis files using the .par extension to
recognize a Maud analysis file and in the same directory or near by the datafile
containing the spectrum.
Go to the main Maud menu and under "Analysis" select "Compute spectra" or press the
calculator button
in the toolbar. The program will compute the spectrum on the basis
of the parameter actual setting (i. e. without any refinement) and will show the relative
fitting indexes Rw, Rwnb, R and Rnb in a new window. The result is shown in Figure 18.
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In the same window will appear the experimental spectrum (blue dots) with the computed
function (black line), the LaB6 peak positions (for each peak we have the contribution of
Kα1 and Kα2 of the Cu X-ray tube) and a difference plot panel. As evidenced in Fig. 18,
the background and intensity appear lower than the experimental spectrum and all the
LaB6 peaks are shifted on the left side (showing the presence of a 2θ displacement).

Fig 18
In order to have a better starting point for the refinement, expand the list of the
parameters (with their status and errors) by opening the "+" button in front of the
LaB6_an_sample in the bottom MAUD window. Expand all the parameters and find in
this list the background parameters; select it (it appears hunglighted in blue) and
increase/decrease their values manually until a good agreement is found with the
experimental spectrum using the blue arrows and selecting an adequate increment (in our
case 10.00 for the first polynomial parameter). Make the same for the 2θ displacement
and intensity parameters (new values respectively of 0.13° and 5.14). The result is shown
in Fig. 19.
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Fig.19
Now we will proceed to the refinement of the background and scale (incident intensity)
parameters. For this doing, the easiest way is to go in the main Maud menu "Analysis"
and to select "Wizard"; in the window appearing (Fig. 20 left), in the left panel select
"background and scale parameters" and press the "Go!" button. The other way is in the
main Maud menu "Analysis" to select "parameter lists"; a "tree table" will appears in a
new window. After expanding all the parameters by pressing the "expand all" button, we
can change the status of the 3 background and of the scale parameters from "fixed" to
"refined" (Fig. 20 right) by clicking for each parameters on the corresponding status.
Close then the "tree table" window (press the "close" button" of this window) and press
the

button in the main menu to proceed to the refinement.

Fig. 20
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The program will refine these 4 parameters and the results with the different residual
parameters are shown in Fig. 21.

Fig.21.
You can proceed in the same way for the refinement of the 2θ shift parameters
(put the status of this parameter to "refined", see Fig. 22 up) and as evidenced in Fig. 22
bottom, the main error in the fit of the experimental spectrum is now due to peak
broadening.

Fig. 22.
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We need now to refine the instrumental function by optimizing the aberrations
parameters (HWHM, gaussianity, asymmetry). So open again the parameter list window,
expand the instrument object (if you changed the name it should be for example
Inel_caen or whatever name you specified) and set the status to refined for the 3 Caglioti
parameters; after a first refinement set also the gaussian parameter status to refined. The
result is shown on Fig. 23.

Fig. 23.
Important notes:
1) In our case it is not necessary to refine the peak asymmetry as there is no such
asymmetry; if in another instrumental function it is necessary to refine the asymmetry, we
cannot start from an asymmetry function equal to 0.00 because, apart this particular value,
in general small value of the corresponding parameter means high asymmetry. So change
manually the asymmetry value for the first parameter to 200, put its status to refined and
you can proceed a new refinement.
2) We can further slightly improve the refinement by optimizing the intensity ratio
between the Kα1 and Kα2; this parameter can be set to a refined status using the
"parameter list" tree table of the" analysis" main menu. In our case this do not modify the
final result presented in Fig. 23.
It is the possible then to check the broadening function by using the "plot
function" button for the HWHM (asymmetry or other function) in their respective tabpanel under the instrument edit window. In our case, the plot of the HWHM is shown in
Fig. 24.
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Fig. 24
We have refined the instrumental function for this instrument using LaB6 well
crystallized sample. Now we can store the Inel_caen instrument so refined for future use
in all subsequent analyses in particular when crystallite size and microstrain as to be
analyzed accurately. Open the parameter list tree table and press the "Fix all parameters"
button to set the status of all parameters to fixed. Close the window and select the
instrument tab-panel. Select the instrument (Fig. 25) and press the "Store" button to store
the instrument in the instrument.mdb file (instrument database in the Maud directory).

Fig. 25
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